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Emmanuela Petit Frere()
 
If I'm not strong enough I'll hold my cane
If I'm not tall enough the sky I shall hold
If I can't save us all than Our Love I shall save
I'm no hero, but one we shall be
together if we follow the rules of love and God
than the sparkles in our eyes shall be our foundation
If you don't believe me than on my eyes you shall find the truth
If you still can't
than together we shall not find the stars
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A Cinderella Dance
 
When we first met it was at  a mask dance party               
           We only dance once
                    but last a lifetime 
               It was a magical time
Even thought we never saw each other face
         But you remember how beautiful I dance
     I know I left without saying goodbye
And I'm glad you've been looking for me since
Because one song bring two strangers together
 And one dance make two stranger fall in love with each other
                  Baby You are my Cinderella
 And I can tell you if we can find each other after all those years
            And if one dance make us fall in love       
            We are going to live happily ever after
              The truth is that it wasn't just a dance It  was
               A Cinderella Dance
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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A Crush On You
 
I have a crush on you
 
                  since the day we first met
 
               When our eyes first met each other
 
      Mine felt like a new star was just born
 
                When you first talk to me
 
            Your voice sound like an angel singing
 
           When you ask me if I was okay
 
                     I  said yes I was fine
 
        I 'm sorry I lied to you because my heart wouldn't stop raising
 
                    When you say bye
 
                   I felt  like my world was over
 
               I've been looking for you for so long
 
        I finally found you and I let you go
 
                I just wish I could told you
 
          I have A Crush On You
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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Battlefield
 
I never thought, my heart and my mind
               
             could never be in a battlefield
                      
        the battle is been there for so long
        
    I don't know which one to trust because its always been a
                         Battlefield
                       
               My biggest fear is the Battlefied
 
When is it gonna stop, cause I swear I can't stand it anymore
          
I 'm tired of always been the wall  that hold everything together
         
        Why is my life is like A Battlefield
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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I Miss You
 
When you ask me how I'm doing
            
           I said I'm doing just fine
       
          If you loved me how you said you loved me
         
            You would have seen it was a lie
 
 I'm sorry that I'm lying to you, but I can't help it and it's the 
 
               only way to hide my true feelings
 
           But the truth is that it's killing me inside
 
               And I just wish you could see too
 
  How much I love you, I always have and I never stopped
 
Sweetheart I'm still in love with you. Just by looking into your eyes
 
        I can tell you still in love with me too.
 
   I go where we used to go together hoping to bump into you
 
    And when I see you, I try to make it look like an accident
 
               But I'm still in love with you and
      
                         I miss you
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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I Wish You Were Mine
 
When we were little we use to say whatever that was in our minds
            with each other
   as time goes by now we only say things that we think is appropriate
       If it was a long time ago I would told you how much it killing me
         inside to see  you with her
     I would told you how much you meant to me
           I would told you that we meant to be together
            When you tell me how much you love her
                      It feel like you rip my heart out
 when I see you holding her hand, it bring me back old memories
                when I see you kissing her
I remember when we promise each other that we are
            Best Friends Forever&ever
even though
I still wish you were mine
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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Just Friend
 
You Love me as a sister and I love you as a brother
When you talking about other girls
I wonder having me as a bestfriend what else you could possibly  need
     Just like you always tell me
             When I'm talking about boys
           even thought it's not fair
 Sometimes I  still wish that there was only the two of us on the  planet
So that we could have the whole time to ourselves
I love you more than you'll ever  know
 
  I could never wish for a better friend than you
              However we are just BFF
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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Life Doesn'T Always Go My Way
 
I used to think
I have the answer to everything
until the day my best were defeated and I lost the battle
      but now I know that life doesn't always go my way
Now I learned I can never be  too exceptional
When I'm wasting my time saying how smart how I'am
someone else's wasting their time hitting the books preparing to
                          beat me
Today I learned  that I'am as smart as my last race
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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The Search Of Me
 
What Am'I gonna do with my life
 
When I know everythings in Life is a competition
 
             How should I know what right
 
When my life is always been so danm protected
 
How should I choose my future
 
when i have been locked inside a cage
How sould I choose one thing to do for the rest of my life
 
when I have no interesting present
 
What Am'I gonna do with my life
 
How Am I supposed to know what's right
 
I can't help the way I feel
 
Because my life always been so danm protected
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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True Love Or Dream
 
Sometimes we cough up in a situation where we have to choose
        
          Between our True Love or our Dream
If life was fair, why would we have to choose between two things that
 
               matter to us the most?
 
        Why should we put in this certain situation?
 
 Why should we have to choose between our true love and our Dream?
 
       The dream we work so hard to turn into a reality.
 
              We living an unfair life
 
        Where sometimes only one dream can come true
 
        If you choose to make your dream come true
 
        You will live an empty life where everyday you
 
         Feel like a lonesome bird in a storm
 
    But you will die rich and no one to remembers you by
 
               If you choose true love
 
You will live an unpredictable life and feel like a rainfall in a
 
             garden in a hot summer day
 
But you will die happy with a family to remembers you by
 
So if you ever put in this situation think wisely before a make a    decision
              The choice is yours
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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What Goes Around Comes Back Around
 
Every things we do in life will come back to hunt us
 
               So live your life wisely
 
            Think about your decision thoughtfully
 
                 Make every second count
 
               Love all even your enemies
 
                Do wrong to none
 
          Forgive even those who can't forgive you
 
         Help even those who said they don't need your help
 
                Make one who's hurting smile
 
Tell him who have no more hope that there still hope if he believe
 
Tell him who lost his love one that his love one is living in side  of him Just open
his heart to see
 
Tell her who lost her child that there's another child waiting to be loves by her
 
Tell him who heart is broke that there someone who's waiting to love him more
Than he could possibly think 
 
Tell him who think there's no better world out there
 
That if he works hard he will find the better world, better yet it will find him
 
Tell him who think life is not worth living to ask himself why her
 
mother carried him for nine month if she didn't believe he deserve to live
 
Don't forget what goes around comes around
 
Even if you don't recompense
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Your children, children will
 
Because in life what goes around come back around.
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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Why Can'T I
 
Sometimes I got so caught of on my own little fantasy
 
I forget the sight of everything that is matter
 
and everything that goes around me
 
Sometimes I wish God  didn't make us all unequal and different
 
Sometimes I wish God forgive Adam&Eve because of one mistake
 
            the live Of humanity changes
 
                 My life changes
 
Why does I have to wake up every mornings and already thinking about
                                 Tomorrow
 
I haven't graduate High School yet
 
and Already thinking about what college is gonna bring
 
Why  can't I Just enjoy each and everyday
 
Why can't I  just be Thankfull for each, and everyday
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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You & I
 
When we first met
 
My worst nightmare was losing you
 
Because of how  close and happy we were
I wasn't afraid when we were together
 
I could be myself and didn't have to act like like somebody I wasn't when I'm
with you
 
And in a second my worst nightmare turn into reality
 
I thought my world would be over
 
But it turn out to be one the greatest  day of my life
 
When we say goodbey I thought my eyes were gonna cry a river
I did cried but it was  tears of joy
 
When we finally hugs goodbye
 
I was Happier than Ever
 
Because I enjoyed every bit of second I had with you
 
And I wouldn't change a thing for the world
 
Because you and I  are magical and we are
 
You& I
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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Your Love
 
What is love?
 
        If you asked me yesterday I wouldn't know
 
                  But if you ask me today
  
        I'd tell you it was the moment I met you
 
             My heart wouldn't stop beating
 
                 I couldn't feels my legs
 
                   My fingers were numb
 
  My mind was giving so many definitions of what I was feeling
 
     But my heart tells me that it something that call love
 
          Since than I knew that loving you was a miracle
 
         Since that moment your love change my history
 
           I love your love because it keeps me going
 
               It keeps me in a time loop
 
          And now I know what is love and my love
 
                       Is your love
 
                     I love your love
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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You'Re My Star
 
In our first Birthday
 
         You name a star after your name as a gift to me
 
            when I ask you why you name it after you
 
       You told me it because there is only one star name Michelle
 
            and it was standing right before you
 
                   In our second Birthday
 
       I just want to tell you that you are the star
 
              that keep me going each, and everyday
 
You the star that keep a smile in my face
 
                       you're the star that bright my days
 
Mon Amour you're the Star that keep me going
 
          You're my & only Star
 
Emmanuela Petit Frere
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